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ABSTRACT
Reading is a fundamental activity to obtain information both in
the real and the digital world. Virtual reality (VR) allows novel
approaches for users to view, read, and interact with a text. However, for efficient reading, it is necessary to understand how a text
should be displayed in VR without impairing the VR experience.
Therefore, we conducted a study with 18 participants to investigate
text presentation type and location in VR. We compared world-fixed,
edge-fixed, and head-fixed text locations. Texts were displayed using
Rapid Serial Visual Presentation (RSVP) or as a paragraph. We found
that RSVP is a promising presentation type for reading short texts
displayed in edge-fixed or head-fixed location in VR. The paragraph
presentation type using world-fixed or edge-fixed location is promising for reading long text if movement in the virtual environment is
not required. Insights from our study inform the design of reading
interfaces for VR applications.
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1

INTRODUCTION

The process of reading is increasingly becoming digital [7]. For consuming information, people usually read a text despite the advanced
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use of various media, such as audio, pictures, animated pictures,
and videos on digital devices. People not only read news articles
or books for recreation or to acquire information. They also stay
connected with others by reading text notifications or learn how
to use an application by reading the menu items or instructions.
Although digital reading makes textual information more accessible
and provides users with new techniques to interact with a text, its
two-dimensional display is still predominant [38].
Text is also widely used in virtual reality (VR) applications. Typical use-cases include instructions in VR games, text as an essential
part of the virtual environment, or to present useful real-world
information [32]. People are used to interacting with the text in the
real world. However, as it is not always preferable to replicate a
real-world scenario in VR [31], we believe that a text in VR should
embrace the possibilities of VR. VR allows displaying text not only
in a two-dimensional and static form but also in various threedimensional forms and with rich interaction possibilities. These
presentation and interaction possibilities should enable users to
read a text while simultaneously engaging in VR activities.
Chen et al. [6] developed a taxonomy for text layouts in VR
by classifying text presentation techniques using the dimensions
visual attributes, location, and embedded text quantity. Several researchers provided design recommendations for visual attributes
of text, such as font type, font size, text drawing styles, and background color [9, 20]. The location attribute is further divided into
position and orientation classifications. A text position can be fixed
in a virtual environment or dynamically move with the user or an
object that the text is attached to. Regarding the orientation, a text
can also be static in a virtual environment or dynamically rotate
always to face the user. One of the commonly used text locations
both in VR and augmented reality (AR) applications is the head-up
display (HUD) location [6, 21, 32, 33]. In this case, a text is displayed
at the same position in the user’s field of view despite their movements. As an alternative, a text can rotate in a fixed position in a
virtual environment always to face the user. These locations might
increase the readability and accessibility of a text. This is especially
useful in a virtual environment where it is impossible to come close
to the text. Such a situation could happen because of obstacles or
other users’ avatars in front of the text in the virtual environment
or due to the limitation of a locomotion technic. These locations
might reduce the need to move and stay in front of the text in the
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virtual environment to read the text. However, moving a text with a
user in VR might impede performing common VR interactions, such
as navigation, visual search, exploration, pointing, and clicking by
becoming an obstacle in the user’s field of view.
Based on text layout taxonomy [6], the text quantity can be low
(e.g., a label with a few words), medium (e.g., a brief description of
a virtual object) and high (e.g., a detailed description of a virtual
object). Text in VR can change its presentation form to display the
same amount of text in different display sizes. This might be useful
if the available space is small or a user needs to simultaneously
interact with the dynamic text and the virtual environment. Presenting text using rapid serial visual presentation (RSVP) is a promising
approach for simultaneously reading and interacting with the virtual environment. While reading with RSVP, a concept introduced
by Foster [14], a text is displayed sequentially word by word at a
fixed location. This text presentation type is useful for devices with
limited display size [10]. In an immersive VR, the screen size is not
small. However, considering that a text using RSVP requires the
space of a single word, a VR user can engage in VR tasks and simultaneously read the displayed text. Moreover, several works also
used RSVP reading in multi-task scenarios [10, 23, 33]. However, it
is not clear how the combination of text locations and presentation
types affects the VR experience.
In this paper, we investigate the effects of location and presentation type of text on VR experience. As the text presentations,
we display text as a paragraph or using the RSVP reading technic.
We compare three locations for a text in VR: 1) a static, in-situ
text in the virtual environment (world-fixed); 2) a text with static
position and dynamic orientation that vertically tilts to face the
user while staying attached to the virtual environment with an
edge (edge-fixed); and 3) a text in a head-up display (head-fixed).
These locations correspond to a text with static position and static
orientation, static position and dynamic orientation, and a dynamic
position and static orientation, respectively. By comparing the text
locations and presentation types in VR in an exploratory study, we
provide design recommendations for future VR applications that
support text presentation.

2

RELATED WORK

Our work is based on previous research investigating text position, orientation, and presentation in virtual environments that we
discuss in the following.

2.1

Text Presentation and Location in Virtual
Environments

Previous work investigated various visual attributes of text presentation in virtual environments. Conducting a study about presenting desktop interfaces inside an immersive virtual environment,
Grout et al. [15] showed that users can achieve traditional reading
tasks in an immersive virtual environment with a near-real-world
performance. Comparing different output media, Dittrich et al. [11]
suggest that text in a 3D virtual environment should be displayed
larger than on a 2D display. In a study about integrating text with
video and 3D graphics, Jankowski et al. [20] compared different text
drawing styles, image polarity, and background style on readability.
Results showed that the text displayed on a semi-transparent panel
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leads to the fastest and highest performance. Moreover, negative
presentation (i.e., white text on a black semi-transparent panel or
white text with black outlining or a black shadow) outperforms
positive presentation (i.e., black text on a white semi-transparent
panel or black text with white outlining or a white shadow).
Dingler et al. [9] explored comfortable reading settings in VR and
provided design recommendations for text size, convergence, view
box dimensions, and positioning. They also indicated that the study
participants preferred a sans-serif font to a serif font and white text
on a black background to a black text with a white background.
Wei et al. [38] investigated the effect of the plane, concave, and
convex surfaces on users’ reading experience. They found that a
text warped around a 3D object in a virtual environment using a
single axis is more comfortable to read than when it is warped using
two axes. Furthermore, they provided recommendations regarding
the warp angle of curved displays and the field of view of curved
text view boxes in VR.
A few studies investigated the position of text in virtual environments. In a study, Chen et al. [6] investigated within-the-world
display (WWD) and head-up display (HUD) text layouts while using
them with two navigation techniques for search tasks. The results
showed that with HUD, participants’ performance was higher than
with the WWD. The authors assume that this was caused by the
HUD providing direct access to the textual information without
the need to locate the actual position in the virtual environment.
Similarly, Polys et al. [27] showed that HUD outperforms WWD
layout on the accuracy, time, and ratings of satisfaction and task
difficulty. However, Orlosky et al. [26] showed that users prefer to
read text placed on the background rather than on the screen of a
head-mounted display.
Rzayev et al. [33] compared top-right, center and bottom-center
text position on a head-mounted display while walking and sitting. The results showed that displaying text in the center and
bottom-center positions increases comprehension and decreases
perceived task load, both while walking and sitting. Related work
also investigated the position of the text within the context of
subtitles and push notifications. While comparing static subtitles
displayed at the bottom of the field of view with dynamic ones
that follow the speaker in a virtual environment, Rothe et al. [29]
found that dynamic subtitles yield a higher presence, less sickness
and lower workload. Sidenmark et al. [35], on the other hand, used
an eye-tracking method to determine the position of subtitles in
interactive VR. Rzayev et al. [32] compared four notification positions (on a HUD, attached to the controller in the dominant hand,
freely floating in the virtual environment, and placed on a wall in
a virtual environment) and provided design recommendations for
notification positions in VR.
A body of work investigated the effect of text orientation in the
context of collaborative systems. Previous work showed that the
orientation of textual information towards the user in the collaborative tabletop systems facilitates readability, reading speed, and
comprehension [22, 39]. Alexander et al. [1] presented a concept
of a display that allows its surface to tilt around multi-axis. Nacenta et al. [25] showed that perspective correction in multi-display
environments improves reading performance. Moreover, previous
work investigated fish tank VR and head coupled perspective techniques that allow users to adjust the orientation and position of the
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viewpoint in a virtual environment [4, 36, 37, 40]. However, with
these techniques, the orientation and position of the whole stereoscopic view and not just a single object in the virtual environment
is adjusted according to the user’s head or a device position.

2.2

Text Presentation

Previous work investigated how text display size affects reading.
Work by Dillon et al. [8] showed that while display size does not
affect comprehension, small displays require frequent interaction.
Similarly, Dinchnicky and Kolers [12] found that text comprehension is not affected by display size. However, in their study, texts
in four-line and 20-line high displays were read similar efficiently,
and text presented in one or two lines was read only 9% slower
than text in 20 lines. Dyson and Haselgrove [13] showed that fast
reading leads to a decrease in comprehension compared with regular reading. However, the type of information recalled does not
depend on the reading speed.
While presenting text using the rapid serial visual presentation
(RSVP) paradigm, the text is displayed word-by-word briefly on
a fixed location and does not require large eye movements for
reading [30]. RSVP is a promising reading technique as it does not
require frequent interaction with a text, allows fast reading, and
demands a small display size. By comparing reading with scrolling
and RSVP on mobile devices, Hedin and Lindgren [18] found that
comprehension is independent of the presentation type. Moreover,
they showed that reading with fast RSVP is more efficient than reading with self-paced scrolling. Hester et al. [19] compared RSVP with
traditional reading (i.e., left to right, top to bottom) and found no
effect of these presentation types on text comprehension. However,
Benedetto et al. [2] found that RSVP reduces comprehension and increases visual fatigue and perceived task load. Proaps and Bliss [28]
compared RSVP and traditional reading in a task to read intelligence reports to find a target. The results showed that participants
made fewer recognition errors with RSVP than the traditional text
presentation. However, in terms of comprehension, the opposite
pattern was observed. Comparing reading with RSVP and line-byline scrolling text presentations in a head-mounted display while
walking and sitting, Rzayev et al. [33] found that RSVP leads to
higher text comprehension while sitting. However, line-by-line
scrolling results in better comprehension while walking.

2.3

Summary

In summary, previous work showed significant effects of text presentation and location on the reading experience. While a body
of work investigated RSVP reading on different devices, its effect
in virtual environments is unclear. Moreover, RSVP might also be
promising for reading while simultaneously performing various
VR activities, as it requires only a small display space. Thus, it
can be used for text in different locations and for both egocentric
and exocentric text displays in a virtual environment. However,
insights on the effect of text presentation type and location on
reading experience in VR are missing.

3

METHOD

We conducted an exploratory study to investigate how the text
presentation type and location affect the reading experience in VR.
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As the presentation type, we compared displaying text as a paragraph and using RSVP. We used three text locations: world-fixed,
edge-fixed, and head-fixed (see Figure 1). A text with world-fixed
location was displayed on the environment statically. With the
edge-fixed location, a text had a static position and dynamic orientation in the virtual environment. A text with the edge-fixed location
was attached to the environment with an edge and vertically tilted
always to face the user. With this location, the text had an optimal viewpoint for the user. In the head-fixed location, a text was
displayed on a head-up display.

3.1

Study Design

We conducted the exploratory study using presentation type
(paragraph, RSVP) and location (world-fixed, edge-fixed, headfixed) as within-subjects variables, resulting in six conditions (see
Figure 1). The order of presentation type, location and the texts
was counterbalanced across all participants with a Latin square.
As the dependent variables, we measured the usability using the
System Usability Scale (SUS) questionnaire [5], perceived task load
using the Raw NasaTLX (RTLX ) questionnaire [17] and the presence using the Igroup Presence Questionnaire (IPQ) [34]. As further
dependent variables, we measured the number of mistakes during
the task (Error), time needed to finish the task (task completion
time - TCT ) and the participant’s preference with the question “I
would like to use the text presentation type and location in my daily
VR experience.”. The question about participants’ preference had to
be answered on a seven-point Likert scale ranging from strongly
disagree to strongly agree. In addition, we asked participants to
provide qualitative feedback for each condition.

3.2

Task

For the evaluation, we implemented a primary task that participants
had to perform while being in the virtual environment. The task
was designed to involve usual VR activities, including visual search,
exploration, navigation, pointing and clicking [32].
For the task, participants had to assign labels to the correct paintings in a virtual museum exhibition. At first, the labels were shuffled
in a way that, with a single switch of two of them, a participant
could make at most one right move. To do the task, the participants
first needed to read a text description using the presentation
type and location based on the condition and determine to which
painting it belonged. As the participants wanted to switch the label
of a painting with another one, they first had to select the text by
clicking on the controller’s trackpad while looking at its label. The
selected label’s border color changed from white to blue. Afterward,
participants had to look at the label of the other painting and press
the trackpad again. In case the label was correctly assigned, its
border color became green, and the title and year of the painting
were displayed below the painting (see Figure 2). In case the assignment was wrong, no feedback was provided, and we considered
it as one error. The participants had to continue switching labels
until all paintings in the museum exhibition had the correct text
descriptions. As all paintings in the virtual environment had the
correct labels, an arrow was displayed at the virtual door of the
exhibition indicating that the participant can leave the museum
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(a) paragraph × world-fixed

(b) paragraph × edge-fixed

(c) paragraph × head-fixed

(d) RSVP × world-fixed

(e) RSVP × edge-fixed

(f) RSVP × head-fixed

Figure 1: Six conditions used for the study.

room. To leave the room, participants had to look towards the door
and press the controller’s trackbar button.

3.3

Apparatus

As an apparatus, we used an HTC Vive headset with wireless
adapters to enable participants to move within the tracking volume
freely. We used Unity with open-source assets to develop the virtual
environment. We used a high-performance PC running Windows
10, Intel i7-8750H, 16GB RAM, and an NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1060
graphics card to render the environment.
For the study, we created six virtual museum exhibitions with
four unique paintings each. Each exhibition was a room-scaled
closed environment (see Figure 2). We placed a painting and a label
with a textual description next to it at the center of each of the
four walls 1.5 meters above the ground. The textual descriptions
contained information about the painter and the theme of each
painting. The images and their descriptions were obtained from the
webpage of the National Gallery of Art 1 . We prepared a total of
24 unique painting and description pairs to use in the conditions.
To have a similar task difficulty, we used similar paintings in each
exhibition counterbalanced across conditions: All paintings in an
exhibition contained either persons or landscapes. We shortened
the descriptions so that a label for each painting had on average
100 words. We used sans-serif font in white color with a soft black
background for the texts, which is in line with the guidelines for
using text in VR [9]. To distinguish the text background from the
walls, we added a thin white border to the labels. The environment
had a virtual door where participants could enter and leave the
virtual museum to start and finish each condition.

1 https://images.nga.gov

The participants could freely walk within the 4.0 m × 3.5 m
obstacle-free tracking area. The boundary of the tracking area was
marked on the floor in the virtual environment. Like real museum
exhibitions, this boundary forced the participants to keep at least a
1.5-meter distance from the paintings.
Depending on the presentation type, the textual labels were
presented as a paragraph or using RSVP. The paragraph presentation type was aligned with the painting at the same wall and
had the 45-character width, as suggested by previous work [9]. For
the RSVP presentation type, we used the algorithm provided by
the free speed reading bookmarklet Glance 2 . With RSVP, the text
is displayed word-by-word and centered around a red pivot letter
acting as a resting point for the user’s eyes while reading. The pivot
letter appeared roughly after the first third of the words. The duration of each word depended on the word length and punctuation
character following the word. Words with more than eight characters and words followed by a comma, colon, dash, or open bracket
were displayed twice as long as other words. Furthermore, words
followed by a period, question mark, exclamation point, semicolon,
or colon, were displayed three times as long as other words. These
brief pauses facilitate users to better process information that had
been buffered in working memory [24]. The RSVP presentation
type was aligned with the center of the painting on the same wall.
As RSVP reading needs to be explicitly activated, we implemented the same activation method for both presentation types.
Initially, only placeholders without text are shown in the virtual
museum exhibition. Within each presentation type, all labels had
the same size: For RSVP, the height of the label was one line and
its width 15 characters. However, for paragraph, the height of the
label was 20 lines and the width 45 characters. To read a label, a
2 https://github.com/Miserlou/Glance-Bookmarklet
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Figure 2: The virtual environments used for the evaluation. On the left figure, a museum environment with the RSVP presentation type was displayed. The right figure presents the virtual museum scene with the paragraph presentation type.
As all text labels correctly assigned to the matching paintings, the text labels have green borders, the title of each painting is
displayed, and the arrow at the door shows that the participant can leave the environment.

participant needed to look at it and press and hold the trigger button of a VIVE controller. We used a raycasting method to determine
if a participant was looking towards the text label. For both of the
paragraph and RSVP conditions, the text would be visible as long
as the trigger button was pressed. However, to enable participants
not to miss words in the RSVP condition, we implemented a similar implicit reading activation as presented by Dingler et al. [10].
For the RSVP presentation type, the text would run as long as
a participant was watching the text. As the ray diverged from the
label, the RSVP reading would pause. The reading would continue
as soon as the ray intersected with the label again. This allowed
participants to view the surroundings without missing any words
from the text. As the text finished, “End" was displayed on the label.
To restart the RSVP reading, a participant needed to press and hold
the controller’s trigger button again.
After activating a text in the world-fixed and the edge-fixed locations, the texts were displayed on the wall. However, the orientation of the edge-fixed text was dynamic. As a participant moved,
the active text label rotated to face the participant while staying
attached to the wall with an edge. To avoid jump scares by showing
the text label too close to the participant and to enable participants
to see the whole text, the activated text label was displayed 1.5
meters away from the front of the VR headset facing the participant
with the head-fixed location. In line with the previous work [9, 33]
with this location, RSVP text was displayed below the horizontal
line, and text as paragraph was shown on the lower part of the field
of view.
While performing the task, as with the head-fixed location,
participants could select the active label in the field of view by
pressing the controller’s trackpad. However, to assign the label to
a painting, participants needed to release the active label in the
head-fixed location before selecting another label to switch them.

3.4

Procedure

After welcoming the participants, we explained the procedure of
the study. We then asked them to sign an informed consent form
and answer the demographic questions. Afterward, we measured
the reading speed in words per minute (WPM) of the participants

using custom-developed software. For this purpose, we asked participants to read a short text displayed on an LCD monitor with 27
inches diagonal and QHD resolution. The text was taken from the
same source as the text used for the evaluation and had 90 words.
Participants were asked to read with their regular reading speed
and start and stop reading with the mouse click. After finishing
the reading, the software computed the reading speed by dividing
the number of words in the text by the time needed to read it. The
experimenter used the reading speed value to adjust the speed of
the RSVP reading in the VR application. With this step, we ensured
that the participants would read with similar reading speed in both
presentation types. The average reading speed of our participants
was 191 WPM (𝑆𝐷 =44.8).
Afterward, we explained to participants the RSVP reading technique, how to activate text labels, and the task. Then we helped
them put on the VR headset, handed them a controller and ensured
that they were standing in the middle of the virtual museum exhibition. To familiarize participants with the task, presentation
types and locations, we used a separate virtual tutorial room with
two paintings and their text labels on opposite walls. Here participants could try the task, and experience the text presentation
types and locations. Participants visited the tutorial room before
each condition to get accustomed to the presentation type and
location of the following condition.
After leaving the tutorial room through the virtual door, participants appeared in the virtual museum room designed for the
study. Here they had to do the task while experiencing the first
condition. After successfully finishing the task, participants left
the room through the virtual door and went to the tutorial room
again. Here we asked participants to reflect on the used text presentation type and location for a minute and experience them
again without performing any task. With this step, we ensured that
while answering subjective questions, participants would consider
the task-independent reading experience. Afterward, we helped
participants to take off the headset and asked them to fill the questionnaires. The experimenter always reminded participants to consider the last reading condition while filling the questionnaires.
In addition, we asked participants to provide qualitative feedback
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Figure 3: Avarege scales of Error, TCT, RTLX, SUS, IPQ scores, and question about participant’s preference. Error bars show
standard error.
regarding the presentation type and location. Participants then
continued with the following condition. These steps were repeated
until the participant experienced all six conditions. In the end, we
asked participants to complete the final questionnaire, where we
asked for further feedback regarding each text presentation type
and location considering their benefits and disadvantages. The
study took about an hour and 20 minutes per participant.

3.5

Participants

We recruited 18 participants (9 females, 9 males) through our university’s mailing list. Their average age was M = 22.2 (SD = 3.5) years,
and most were university students with a technical background.
All of them had either normal or corrected-to-normal vision. Three
participants were left-handed. Four were acquainted with the RSVP
technique, 88.8% had experience with VR and, two owned a VR
device. Participants received course credits for participating in the
study.

4

RESULTS

During the study, 18 participants read text using two Presentation
types and three locations. As we conducted an exploratory study,
no statistical hypothesis testing was performed. For both variables,
we conducted descriptive data analyses. Moreover, for analyses of
differences between groups or relationships between the variables,
we visually inspected the graphical representation of descriptive
data. The descriptive measurements are summarized in Table 1.

4.1

Quantitative Results

Figure 3 presents the objective and subjective quantitative data that
was collected during the study.
Error. Comparing the average number of wrong moves during
the study, participants made with the paragraph presentation
type (𝑀 = 1.78, 𝑆𝐷 = 0.96) more errors than using RSVP (𝑀 =
1.46, 𝑆𝐷 = 0.57). Considering the different locations, head-fixed
(𝑀 = 1.81, 𝑆𝐷 = 0.92) location yielded the highest number of
errors followed by the world-fixed (𝑀 = 1.56, 𝑆𝐷 = 0.77) and edgefixed (𝑀 = 1.5, 𝑆𝐷 = 0.7) locations. While reading with RSVP,
world-fixed location (𝑀 = 1.56, 𝑆𝐷 = 0.62) resulted in the highest
average number of errors followed by head-fixed (𝑀 = 1.44, 𝑆𝐷 =
0.51) and edge-fixed (𝑀 = 1.39, 𝑆𝐷 = 0.61) locations. However,
while using the paragraph presentation type, the highest average
number of errors was with the head-fixed location (𝑀 = 2.17,
𝑆𝐷 = 1.1) followed by the edge-fixed (𝑀 = 1.61, 𝑆𝐷 = 0.78) and
world-fixed (𝑀 = 1.56, 𝑆𝐷 = 0.92) locations.
TCT. Participants took longer to finish the task with paragraph
(𝑀 = 160.42 seconds, 𝑆𝐷 = 82.7) than with the RSVP condition (𝑀 =
124.83 seconds, 𝑆𝐷 = 56.4). The average TCT for the head-fixed,
edge-fixed and world-fixed were 𝑀 = 147.44 seconds (𝑆𝐷 = 70.82),
𝑀 = 143.89 seconds (𝑆𝐷 = 81.9) and 𝑀 = 136.55 seconds (𝑆𝐷 =
66.05), respectively. While using the RSVP presentation type,
world-fixed (𝑀 = 137.15 seconds, 𝑆𝐷 = 70.69) location resulted
in the highest TCT followed by head-fixed (𝑀 = 126.36 seconds,
𝑆𝐷 = 54.14) and edge-fixed (𝑀 = 110.96 seconds, 𝑆𝐷 = 40.26)
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RSVP
World-fixed

Error
TCT
RTLX
SUS
IPQ
Preference

M
1.56
137.15
39.11
75.97
66.22
3.78

SD
0.62
70.69
20.58
13.43
7.09
2.02

Edge-fixed
M
1.39
110.96
36
79.44
67
4.5

SD
0.61
40.26
18.77
10.87
8.67
1.92

Paragraph
Head-fixed
M
1.44
126.38
36.5
77.08
67.28
4.61

SD
0.51
54.14
17.5
13.48
7.74
1.91

World-fixed
M
1.56
135.96
33.83
79.31
69.28
4.61

SD
0.92
63.12
16.85
10.28
7.18
1.38

Edge-fixed
M
1.61
176.82
35.28
78.19
67.89
4.89

SD
0.78
99.46
17.42
13.79
11.13
2.11

Head-fixed
M
2.17
168.49
42.83
67.64
66.67
2.83

SD
1.1
80.36
21.11
17.39
8.82
2.12

Table 1: Descriptive results for all conditions.

locations. For the paragraph presentation type, while headfixed (𝑀 = 168.49 seconds, 𝑆𝐷 = 80.36) and edge-fixed (𝑀 = 176.82
seconds, 𝑆𝐷 = 99.46) locations resulted in a similar TCT, the
world-fixed (𝑀 = 135.96 seconds, 𝑆𝐷 = 63.12) location yielded
the lowest TCT.
RTLX. With both presentation types, the perceived task load
was similar (𝑀 = 37.2, 𝑆𝐷 = 18.68 for RSVP and 𝑀 = 37.31, 𝑆𝐷 =
18.63 for paragraph). Considering the different locations, the RTLX
scores for head-fixed, world-fixed and edge-fixed locations were
𝑀 = 39.67, 𝑆𝐷 = 19.38, 𝑀 = 36.47, 𝑆𝐷 = 18.73 and 𝑀 = 35.64,
𝑆𝐷 = 17.85, respectively. While reading text in RSVP, world-fixed
(𝑀 = 39.11, 𝑆𝐷 = 20.58) resulted in higher task load compared with
the edge-fixed (𝑀 = 36, 𝑆𝐷 = 18.77) and head-fixed (𝑀 = 36.5, 𝑆𝐷 =
17.5) locations. However, while using paragraph presentation
type, the head-fixed location (𝑀 = 42.83, 𝑆𝐷 = 21.11) led to the
highest RTLX score followed by edge-fixed (𝑀 = 35.28, 𝑆𝐷 = 17.42)
and world-fixed (𝑀 = 33.83, 𝑆𝐷 = 16.85) locations.
SUS. SUS score was slightly higher when participants were reading with RSVP (𝑀 = 77.5, 𝑆𝐷 = 12.5) than using paragraph presentation type (𝑀 = 75.05, 𝑆𝐷 = 14.84). Moreover, SUS score was
the lowest when the text was presented using head-fixed location
(𝑀 = 72.36, 𝑆𝐷 = 16.07). For the edge-fixed and world-fixed locations, the SUS scores were 𝑀 = 78.82 (𝑆𝐷 = 12.25) and 𝑀 = 77.64
(𝑆𝐷 = 11.91), respectively. For RSVP, the SUS scores were similar
for different locations (𝑀 = 75.97, 𝑆𝐷 = 13.43 for world-fixed,
𝑀 = 79.44, 𝑆𝐷 = 10.87 edge-fixed and 𝑀 = 77.08, 𝑆𝐷 = 13.48
for head-fixed locations). However, for the paragraph presentation type, the SUS score for the head-fixed location (𝑀 = 67.64,
𝑆𝐷 = 17.39) was lower that world-fixed (𝑀 = 79.31, 𝑆𝐷 = 10.28)
and edge-fixed (𝑀 = 78.19, 𝑆𝐷 = 13.79) locations.
IPQ. The IPQ score was similar for both two presentation
types (𝑀 = 66.83, 𝑆𝐷 = 7.73 RSVP and 𝑀 = 67.94, 𝑆𝐷 = 9.08 for
paragraph locations) and three locations (𝑀 = 67.75, 𝑆𝐷 = 7.2
for world-fixed, 𝑀 = 67.44, 𝑆𝐷 = 9.84 edge-fixed and 𝑀 = 66.97,
𝑆𝐷 = 8.19 for head-fixed locations).
Participants’ preference. Participants preferred reading with
RSVP (𝑀 = 4.3, 𝑆𝐷 = 1.95) slightly more than using paragraph
presentation type (𝑀 = 4.11, 𝑆𝐷 = 2.08). Moreover, the average
preferrence score was the lowest for the head-fixed location (𝑀 =
3.72, 𝑆𝐷 = 2.19). The average preferrence score for the world-fixed
and edge-fixed locations were 𝑀 = 4.19 (𝑆𝐷 = 1.75) and 𝑀 = 4.69
(𝑆𝐷 = 2), respectively. With the RSVP presentation type, the
participants preferred the head-fixed (𝑀 = 4.61, 𝑆𝐷 = 1.91) and

edge-fixed (𝑀 = 4.5, 𝑆𝐷 = 1.92) locations more than the worldfixed location (𝑀 = 3.78, 𝑆𝐷 = 2.02). However, while reading
with the paragraph presentation type, the participants favored
the head-fixed (𝑀 = 2.83, 𝑆𝐷 = 2.12) location the least. With the
same presentation type, the average preference scores for the
world-fixed and edge-fixed locations were 𝑀 = 4.61 (𝑆𝐷 = 1.38)
and 𝑀 = 4.89 (𝑆𝐷 = 2.11), respectively.

4.2

Qualitative Feedback

At the end of each condition, participants gave feedback about the
presentation type and location pair. Moreover, after experiencing all conditions, participants provided general feedback about
the study. All qualitative feedback was collected in textual, written
form. To analyze the qualitative feedback, we extracted the arguments from the participants’ answers and clustered the answers
by applying a simplified version of qualitative coding with affinity
diagramming [16].
In general, participants were positive about using the context of
the VR museum for the evaluation. While answering the question
about the importance of interactive VR museums with a 7-point
Likert scale ranging from not important to very important, participants were positive (𝑀 = 5.611, 𝑆𝐷 = 1.09). Participants indicated
that the lack of interaction in a VR museum would lead to a dull experience: “Non-interactive VR museum might be redundant. Actually,
having the ability to interact more seems like one of the biggest reasons
to consider a virtual museum in the first place" (P9). P7 commented
that in a VR museum that does not provide interactive solutions,
users might completely read text labels less often.
While providing feedback about each condition, participants
indicated that the virtual museum with world-fixed text paragraphs
resembled a real museum: “It was like in a real museum. It was
simple, so I knew really fast how it worked" (P3, P5). Moreover, P7
and P9 reported that with this condition, they did not need to read
the labels entirely, but skimming them was enough to perform the
task: “I did not have to read the whole text to complete the task. I
could just look out for keywords to identify the matching painting"
(P9). However, five participants reported the non-interactivity of
the text as a disadvantage: “I would like to be able to move the text
so that I have more freedom in moving around while reading" (P5).
In general, participants were positive about reading with paragraph presentation type with edge-fixed location: “The most
comfortable and aesthetically pleasing way of reading so far [during
the study]. I enjoyed the sense of interacting with the text as it angled
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towards me" (P18). They commented that it was easy to read and
interact with the text. Moreover, the participants noted having an
optimal viewpoint to the text regardless of their angle as an advantage that this condition provides: “I could easily view the painting
while reading and the angle of the text changed according to my
position" (P14). However, four participants reported that to read,
they still needed to stay closer to the text and look at it: “The text
being shown as full [e.g., paragraph] and far from me made me lose
my interest. The text could have been made movable" (P13, P14).
After experiencing the reading with paragraph presentation
type and head-fixed location, participants indicated that this condition allowed them to read while moving and looking at other
paintings in the virtual museum: “I liked it that I could walk and
turn while having the text in front of me to find the right painting"
(P4). “It was easy to use. I could look at the pictures and the text at
the same time. So it was easier to match a text with a picture" (P15).
However, eleven participants complained that it was cumbersome
to view a whole text in the head-fixed location while performing
the task: “It was harder to switch from reading to looking at the picture. I felt like the text blocked too much of my field of view" (P9).
Moreover, P5 suggested another location: “I did not like that the
[text] movement depended on the head position. I would have rather
moved the text with the controller instead" (P5).
After experiencing the RSVP presentation type, participants
reported several aspects that were regardless the location. Reading
with RSVP, participants liked that there was “not too much text at
once" (P3), “it was easy to read" (P4), and the “text paused while
their attention was not on the text" (P15). However, participants
mentioned that they had to read the texts completely as skimming
or skipping were not possible: “I could not skim or select keywords
in the text, but I had to read it completely" (P7). “I had to concentrate
on the text as only a single word was visible at once" (P8). Moreover,
participants considered not being able to rewind the text as the
disadvantage: “If I wanted to reread a specific part of a text, I had to
start from the beginning" (P11). “RSVP reading seemed less unnatural
after getting used to it. Having some sort of rewind feature would be
necessary, though" (P12).
Reading head-fixed text with RSVP, participants appreciated that
the text took only a small space in their field of view, and they
could perform the task and read the text simultaneously: “Since a
single word was displayed in the field of view at once, it was relatively
pleasant to read" (P1). “Text felt more dynamic as if it were part of
the simulated world and less like an overlay" (P12). “While reading, I
could read the texts directly in front of the pictures, to which I wanted
to assign them" (P16). After reading edge-fixed text with RSVP, participants mentioned that it was easy and less demanding (P2-3, P7-8,
P11, P13-15) and pleasant (P4) to read with this condition.
At the end of the study, participants indicated that they would
prefer reading in VR with paragraph presentation type if there is
an important text and the current activity does not require paying
detailed attention to the environment. However, as a disadvantage
of the paragraph presentation type, participants mentioned dull
experience and slow reading: “It can seem like a lot of text, and
sometimes I don’t read the whole text and leave parts out" (P15).
“One might tend to fall into a slower, less efficient style of reading
as he or she jump back every few words to reread them" (P9). As
the advantages of reading with the RSVP, participants noted that
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this text presentation type requires less space and allows faster
information consumption: “I had to concentrate on every word. With
RSVP, I read the texts completely, not just the part of them" (P7).
Participants reported that they would prefer to read in VR using
RSVP if the text is “short" (P15) and “not very important" (P4), and
“the task requires movement" (P2). P13 stated that long texts tend
to bore the readers or cause them to get lost between the lines.
Moreover, participants would use the head-fixed location if a text
is “far away or need an emphasis" (P13), and the edge-fixed location
if the environment and current task require “reading from different
angles" (P14). They indicated that head-fixed location with RSVP
presentation type is useful for “reading while walking in VR" (P9,
P14): “Reading with RSVP in the head-fixed location is useful when
there is a need to interact with the world. But the texts should be short
and easy to read" (P15).

5

DISCUSSION AND LIMITATIONS

The objective results showed that with the paragraph presentation
type, participants made more errors compared to RSVP similar to
previous work [28]. The qualitative results revealed that during the
task with the paragraph presentation type, participants did not
always read the texts completely but skim them to find keywords
regarding the paintings. As a result, they skipped some parts of the
texts, which might be important to perform the task. However, while
reading with RSVP, participants had to read the texts completely and
pay attention to every word. Participants had to read the text from
the beginning, as jumping different parts in the text was impossible.
Consequently, it took participants longer to finish the task when
the text was displayed as a paragraph.
Through qualitative feedback, we learned that as reading worldfixed text with the paragraph presentation type resembled a
real-world scenario, it was easy to use. However, the task used
in the study required participants to move in the virtual environment. Participants mentioned that with the world-fixed location,
participants could not read and move in the virtual environment simultaneously. They needed to make large attention shifts between
texts and the environment to perform the task. As with the paragraph presentation type texts were displayed entirely, it was easy
for them to return to the reading flow after these attention shifts
and continue reading from any part of the text. However, reading
with RSVP, participants had to continue reading from the word
where the RSVP reading paused. Therefore, reading text with RSVP
in the world-fixed location increased the perceived task load.
While the edge-fixed location provided participants with the
freedom of movement only considering the angle to the text, headfixed location enabled simultaniously reading and moving in the
environment regardless of the position and orientation of the participant. Through participants’ feedback we learned that the edge-fixed
location allowed reading text from any angle to the text, thus, being able to view a text while looking at the paintings in the adjunct
walls. However, similar to world-fixed location, it was challenging to read a text from a far distance. The head-fixed location,
on the other hand, allowed reading a text without a need to walk
towards the text. As a single word space is needed with the RSVP
presentation type, it facilitated reading while moving in the virtual environment. Nevertheless, a text displayed as the paragraph
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in the head-fixed location partly occluded participants’ field of
view and made it challenging to view and interact with the virtual
environment while reading. As a result, reading with paragraph
presentation type in the head-fixed location increased perceived
task load and reduced the usability score. Moreover, with the paragraph presentation type, participant made more errors when the
text was displayed head-fixed compared to the edge-fixed and worldfixed locations. These results are also mirrored in participants’
preference ratings: While for the paragraph presentation type
participants preferred the head-fixed location the least, participants preferred edge-fixed and head-fixed locations more than the
world-fixed location while reading with RSVP.
While giving general feedback, participants also indicated preferred use cases for the text presentation types and locations.
While participants preferred to read long and important texts as
paragraphs, they favored reading short and less important text using RSVP. The paragraph presentation type was preferred for the
static environments where the full attention can be given to the
text. On the other hand, for dynamic environments and tasks requiring detailed attention to the environment, participants preferred
reading with RSVP. Furthermore, participants indicated they would
instead use edge-fixed location for reading during a dynamic task
that requires reading from different angles. The head-fixed location was preferred for reading while walking, if a text is far away
or need an emphasis.

5.1

Limitations

We recognize that our study design has some limitations. During
the study, participants could freely walk in the virtual environment,
and the interaction with a controller was reserved only for the reading and the task. However, using another common VR locomotion
technique [3] might affect the results. Reading a text in the edgefixed or head-fixed location and moving in a virtual environment
using a locomotion technique that does not provide a continuous
virtual movement (e.g., teleportation [3]) might be especially challenging. However, future work is needed to investigate the effect
of locomotion technique and text location in virtual environments
on the VR reading experience.
Moreover, for the study, we used a static room-scaled virtual
environment. However, repeating the same study in a dynamic or
large virtual environment might lead to different results than ours.
However, future research is needed to determine this assumption.
For the evaluation, we used texts that had on average 100 words,
and the content was the descriptions for the paintings in the virtual
museum. However, our participants mentioned that they would
prefer to use RSVP for reading short and non-essential texts while
the VR task demands moving in the environment. With the paragraph presentation type, participants would instead read long
and important texts while the VR task does not require too much
interaction with the virtual environment. Therefore, future work is
needed to investigate the effect of the size and the importance of a
text and the presentation type on the VR reading experience.
In the head-locked location, the text followed the participants’
head position and orientation. However, in this location, the text
was partly occluding participants’ field of view. As participants
suggested, a feature that enables dragging the text within the field
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of view or a new location where the text is attached to a controller
could make viewing text in the paragraph presentation type
less demanding. However, future research is needed to test this
assumption.
Moreover, for the edge-fixed location, we considered only vertical direction as participants were standing or walking during the
study. However, horizontal tilting might also be useful in case a
text in the virtual environment is displayed above or below a user’s
field of view. Nevertheless, future research is needed to investigate
the usability of this kind of text location.

5.2

Design Recommendations

Based on the results, we derived the following design recommendations for presenting text in VR:
Use RSVP for short texts displayed either in the edge-fixed or in
the head-fixed location if the user needs to move within the virtual
environment. These combinations allow simultaneously reading and
interacting with the virtual environment and yield lower subjective
task load and higher user preference rating.
Display text as a paragraph either in the world-fixed or in the edgefixed location if the reading is the primary task and the movement
in the virtual environment is not required, or the text is long and
important. These combinations enable users to focus on the whole
text and have the text in the optimal viewpoint to read. Moreover,
presenting text using these presentation type and placement pairs
results in lower subjective task load and higher usability and user
preference rating.

6

CONCLUSION

We investigated two presentation types (RSVP and paragraph) and
three locations (world-fixed), edge-fixed and head-fixed) for text in
VR. While performing a VR task, where text labels needed to be
assigned to matching paintings in a virtual museum exhibition, the
average number of errors and the task completion time were higher
with the paragraph presentation type compared to the RSVP conditions. The results showed that the world-fixed location increases
the perceived task load and decreases user preference rating while
reading with RSVP. However, displaying text as the paragraph in the
head-fixed location increases task load and reduces usability and
user preference rating. Based on the qualitative and quantitative
results, we derived design recommendations.
In this work, we used a simple RSVP reading technique with the
possibility to start and pause the reading. As with the study, we
focused on the presentation types, we did not enable further control
possibilities, such as rewinding the text or changing the reading
speed to have the same interaction methods with both presentation
type conditions. However, as our participants wanted a feature
that enables rewinding text or jumping to previous sentences in a
text, future work should investigate using RSVP reading with rich
interaction possibilities in VR.
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